
Marking and Feedback Procedures 

Sandringham School has adopted the principles outlined by the Department for Education Marking 
Policy Review Group report (2016). We have also drawn upon the research conducted by Oxford 
University and the Education Endowment Foundation “A Marked Improvement” (2016).  
 
Effective marking is an essential part of the education process. At its heart, it is an interaction 
between teacher and student: a way of acknowledging students’ work, checking the outcomes and 
making decisions about what teachers and students need to do next, with the primary aim of driving 
student progress. All our students should be able to answer two questions about their learning: 
 

● What am I doing well in this subject? 
● What do I need to do to improve my work in this subject? 

 
The 3 principles of effective marking are that it should be: 
 

● Meaningful: marking varies by age group, subject, and what works best for the pupil and 
teacher in relation to any particular piece of work. Teachers are encouraged to adjust their 
approach as necessary and trusted to incorporate the outcomes into subsequent planning 
and teaching 

● Manageable: marking practice is proportionate and considers the frequency and 
complexity of written feedback, as well as the cost and time-effectiveness of marking in 
relation to the overall workload of teachers 

● Motivating: Marking should help to motivate pupils to progress. This does not mean 
always writing in-depth comments or being universally positive: sometimes short, 
challenging comments or oral feedback are more effective. If the teacher is doing more 
work than their students, this can become a disincentive for pupils to accept challenges and 
take responsibility for improving their work 
 

We draw a distinction between feedback and marking. Over time, written marking has become 
disproportionately valued compared to other forms of feedback to students. We encourage all our 
teachers to have a balanced approach and use a range of approaches to secure further student 
progress via the right form of feedback 



 
 

Source : EEF / Oxford University, “A Marked Improvement” (2016) 

  
The quantity of feedback should not be confused with the quality. The quality of the feedback, 
however given, will be seen in how a student is able to tackle subsequent work. Other forms of 
feedback can be as valuable as written marking, for example self assessment, peer feedback, 
whole-class feedback and comparative judgement. It will be the professional judgement of the 
teacher on which form of feedback will be most likely to secure student progress. Guidance from 
the leading expert on assessment, Professor Dylan Wiliam, recommends a balanced diet that he 
calls ‘four-quarters marking’ 
 

 
 



3.1  SUMMATIVE  ASSESSMENT 
  

● Each faculty will have an assessment policy determining when more substantive pieces of             
student work will be marked with written feedback for students. Typically, faculties that see              
students more often will mark more frequently. 

● Teachers and students will follow the school’s feedback policy, called ReACT. Teachers will             
identify and communicate one or more targets with the student, linked with the assessment              
criteria and focused on achieving the next level. The student will be expected to respond to this                 
target and take account of the feedback in subsequent pieces of work. Teachers will take time in                 
lessons to review marked work and allow students time to respond to their targets and reflect on                 
how they can improve their subsequent work. 

● Teachers will annotate or correct, in line with literacy and numeracy policies, errors in              
punctuation, grammar, spelling and number work. The school standard literacy marking symbols            
will be used. Not every error may be annotated - repetitions of the same error may not be                  
highlighted or teachers may use professional judgement to limit corrections to only the most              
important errors. 

● Assessment criteria will be shared with students - this could be in the form of rubrics, criteria                 
grids, mark schemes or proformas linked to the topic material. At Key Stage 3, marking will follow                 
the school Assessment without Levels policy and Key Stage 4 and 5 may use grades and criteria                 
linked to the exam board specifications. 

● Not every piece of work needs to be graded. The research suggests that awarding grades for                
every piece of work may reduce the impact of marking, particularly if students become              
preoccupied with grades at the expense of a consideration of teachers’ formative comments. 

● Marking and feedback can be provided to students using either paper-based methods (e.g.             
exercise books, folders, worksheets, past-papers) or electronic means (e.g. Google Classroom,           
Google Drive/Mail etc). 

● Assessment results will be recorded into the school MIS system in line with the school               
assessment calendar. Teachers or faculties may also record assessment data in their own             
planners or electronic tools such as spreadsheets or faculty-level trackers. 

● The emphasis is upon quality rather than quantity - high quality marking will have a positive                
impact on student progress. Progress over time will be tracked by teachers and shared with               
students e.g. via paper trackers in books/folders or an electronic equivalent. 

 
  

3.2  FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT 
  

● Is the ongoing process of assessing students and using this knowledge to evolve subsequent              
lesson design and teaching. 

● Feedback may be given to students in writing, orally, using techniques such as stickers or stamps                
or via other methods such as self or peer assessment.  

● There is no expectation that every page or piece of work needs to show teacher marking.                
The evidence shows that ‘acknowledgement marking’ is unlikely to enhance pupil progress. 

● Some faculties may separate class notes from written work for assessment (a ‘notes’ book versus               
a ‘best’ book or folder). Notes do not need to be marked, but the Director of Learning will sample                   
student note taking to ensure quality and take appropriate actions if notes have gaps or errors. 



● Progress will be celebrated via the school rewards system and this should extend to effort as well                 
as attainment 

● Although teachers will encourage pride in the presentation and neatness of work, a             
well-presented exercise book is not necessarily the same as high quality learning and progress. 

● Students will be required to take responsibility for their own learning, particularly in editing and               
drafting skills. Students will be taught and encouraged to check their own work by understanding               
the success criteria so that they complete work to the highest standard. 

 
 
 
Directors of Learning in each subject are responsible for setting their faculty marking policy and 
ensuring that it is consistently applied across teachers and class groups. 
 
  
3.3 FACULTY APPROACH TO MARKING 
  

Faculty Key 
Stage 

Assessment Approach 

English 3 All students are issued with two exercise books: a workbook and best book. The              
workbook is used in lesson every lesson for teacher-directed exercises,          
note-taking, and practice exercises. Teachers and students check this book once           
every half-term and complete a book-polishing sheet where they write down           
targets and spelling errors, or respond to verbal feedback. The best book is used              
for marked assessments. Each student will write two pieces of assessed work            
every half term that their main class teacher will mark in detail. Specific targets are               
written and tracked in this book. Feedback lessons are delivered after mid-term            
assessments which go over key skills that the class needs to focus on. Work for               
these lessons is completed in the best book to help students reflect on their work               
and take some ownership of their progress.  

4 All students are issued with a folder and a two exercise books: a yellow exercise               
book for literature and a blue exercise book for language. Students keep their             
class notes and worksheets in their folders. Students write two assessed pieces of             
work in the relevant exercise book every half term. This work is marked in detail               
by their teacher and given specific targets to work on. Some assessments may be              
peer or self-assessed as appropriate. Feedback lessons are delivered after each           
essay to go over key skills that the class needs to focus on. Work for these                
lessons is completed in the exercise books to help students reflect on their work              
and take some ownership of their progress.  



5 Students are given an exercise book by each of their two teachers. Students write              
a minimum of two essays every half term in these exercise books that are then               
marked in detail by their teachers. Feedback lessons are delivered after each            
essay to help students reflect on their work and prepare for the next essay.  

Mathematics 3 All students have an exercise book that they use for classwork and home based              
learning. The work is assessed using a variety of strategies, ie self assessment,             
peer assessment and teacher marking using individualised stamps. Assessments         
at the end of each module are marked by the teacher .During each module and               
prior to the end of module assessment, a ReAct sheet will be filled in by the                
teacher, with targets given to help prepare for the assessment. Students will self             
-assess their end of module result and write their next step targets based on the               
results achieved. 

4 All students have an exercise book that they use for classwork and home based              
learning. The work is assessed using a variety of strategies, ie self assessment,             
peer assessment and teacher marking using individualised stamps. Assessments         
at the end of each module are marked by the teacher .During each module and               
prior to the end of module assessment, a ReAct sheet will be filled in by the                
teacher, with targets given to help prepare for the assessment. Students will self             
-assess their end of module result and write their next step targets based on the               
results achieved. 
In year 11 students complete a weekly examination paper for home based            
learning. This examination paper will be marked in class together so that            
immediate feedback can be given. A sample of examination papers will be taken in              
to check for accuracy. After marking the examination papers, targets are set by             
students,which forms part of an ongoing revision list.  

5 All lesson notes are in A4 exercise books or folders.These are not marked by the               
teacher, but students are expected to self assess their work after each exercise. 
For each unit there is an assessed homework; there are approximately 9 applied             
and 9 pure units. Students are expected to make revision notes prior to the              
assessed homework and complete a review of their work before handing in.The            
work is then marked by the teacher, using the exam style mark schemes, which              
involves the allocation of M, A and B marks. A ReAct sheet is also filled in at this                  
time by the teacher which gives targets for improvements and extension work.            
Verbal feedback is also given by the teacher during this process. Throughout the             
course regular assessments are given which are marked by the teacher again            
against examination marking criteria. Verbal feedback and targets will also be           
shared at this time. 



Examination papers used as revision are marked by the students, using the            
examiners mark schemes. 

Science 3 Yr7 & 8 have an exercise book for each teacher which will contain all work.               
Students will receive feedback/ReAct on a main piece of work at least once             
approx. every six lessons using a proforma, as well as completing end of topic              
tests. Students complete a green tracker in the books after each assessment            
point. 

4 Science uses notebooks and assessment folders. Notebooks are checked         
within lesson time using a proforma, however this will be a sample of the class, not                
every student. 
Assessment folders contain end of topic tests, mini assessment Qs and           
required lab work. Each one of the three will contain marked work at least once               
per half term. 
End of topic tests may be peer assessed, then teacher checked, with feedback             
card and graph completed. 
Mini assessment Qs will have a yellow sheet attached with space for ReAct tasks. 
Lab books have been marked using a proforma, but we are looking at purchasing              
lab books which will make the assessment process more streamlined and           
beneficial for the students and teachers. 

5 KS5 all have lab books for CPACs, homework Qs and end of topic tests. These               
will often fall every week/other week. Some exam Qs will be self/peer assessed to              
familiarise them with the markschemes. 

Geography: 
 
 

3 Students notes are checked but not all marked.  
Every KS3 student completes the same piece of detailed work either as a hbl or               
piece of classwork half way through the topic (as assigned by DOL). This is deep               
marked (with literature marking) with targets and reActs. An emphasis will be given             
to the level of effort students put into their work and the positive reward system will                
be used.  
Self and peer assessment will be used where it will have a positive impact. 
Every student then completes the same assessment at the end of the topic this is               
marked and students are graded against the assessment without levels criteria.           
Targets and ReActs are provided on the front of the assessment.  



4 Students notes are checked but not all marked.  
Students complete exam questions as hbl/class work as set out by DOL. These             
are then marked by the class teacher/peer or self assessment and targets and             
reActs are given. 
At the end of each topic students complete an assessment within class and this is               
marked. This is a large amount of marking and students are given detailed written              
and verbal feedback on common errors. 

5 Students notes and general tasks are checked but not marked.  
Students complete exam questions regularly and these are the focus of           
marking/feedback. 
A range of marking/feedback strategies are employed to ensure progress in           
understanding. Peer and self assessment is used extensively to enable students to            
fully understand their work against A level assessment criteria. Other questions are            
marked by the teacher; whole class feedback and coding will be used frequently.             
Specific targets and react tasks are given. Verbal feedback will be used regularly. 
Students complete formal exam questions at the end of every topic. 
In line with research evidence, marks/grades are not given regularly, focus will be             
on the specific feedback provided to close the gap in progress and understanding. 

History 3 Review: All Key Stage books should be taken in and reviewed once per half-term              
(or 5 weeks). Classwork and homework should be checked for quality and should             
be marked using the literacy, grammar, punctuation, and presentation symbols (no           
more than 3 per page). Most work (mind-maps, notes, tables etc.) will only require              
a ‘review’. 
  
Marking for progress: Every SOL will be designed to include one or more             
significant pieces of work that will be directly focused on developing a particular             
skill or concept: this may be a class-based task or a Home Learning task (such as                
writing a PEA paragraph or analysing a source). These tasks should be thoroughly             
marked for written accuracy, literacy, grammar, and punctuation. 
Marking must be focused on progress and how to improve either the quality of              
written communication, or the level of the historical skills outlined by the            
curriculum. Clearly indicated ReAct targets should be set on these tasks. 
Generic statements, praise, or phrases should not be used. 
The Faculty Marking sheet must be used each time the book is marked. 
 

4 Review: All Key Stage books should be taken in and reviewed a minimum of once               
per half-term. Classwork and homework should be checked for quality and should            
be marked using the literacy, grammar, punctuation, and presentation symbols (no           
more than 3 per page). Most work (mind-maps, notes, tables etc.) will only require              
a ‘review’. 
  
Marking for progress: Every SOL will be designed to include regular exam-style            
questions or planning tasks. These tasks should be thoroughly marked for written            
accuracy, literacy, grammar, and punctuation. 
Marking must be focused on progress and how to improve either the quality of              
written communication, or the level of the historical skills that are directly relevant             



to the GCSE specification. For example use of evidence, ability to explain or             
evaluate, ability to construct well-supported paragraphs. 
Clearly indicated ReAct targets should be set. 

5 Class notes do not require marking, although it is expected that all work is checked               
regularly for quality and effort. Sanctions for poor quality work (or incomplete work)             
must be used in line with the whole school policy. 
  
A sample of folders should be checked once per half-term using the Folder             
Check pro-forma. This may be completed in lesson, or as part of a formal check               
of all folders. It is suggested that these are checked on a rolling basis. 
  
Please ensure all Folders are checked within the first three weeks. Any students             
that do not meet expectations will need to attend a Faculty Detention overseen by              
THL. 
  
All assessed work must be marked and returned within a maximum of two             
weeks. All assessed work must be marked using the Essay Feedback pro forma             
sheets. All comments must be linked explicitly to either quality of written            
communication or the skills outlined in the relevant specification. 
 

Modern 
Foreign 

Languages 

3 Students have one exercise book which contains all class work, HBL and end of              
unit assessments. Spanish classes also have a grammar booklet which is used for             
some HBL. 

● Class work is marked through a mix of self assessment, peer assessment            
and whole-class feedback. Teachers will check exercise books but will not           
mark routine class work.  

● Regular forms of AFL include vocabulary tests and grammar tests, as well            
as corrections of reading and listening tasks which provide immediate          
feedback for students on their performance.  

● Once per half term students complete a longer writing task which will be             
marked in more detail and for which students will be given a ReAct target              
and which will feed into the end of unit assessment.  

● Students will complete formal summative assessments, usually in two         
skills (from Speaking, Listening, Writing and Reading) at the end of each            
module for which they will receive a summative mark and threshold and            
ReAct targets to inform their next steps. 

4 Students have one exercise book which contains all class work, HBL and end of              
unit assessments. Some classes also have a folder which contains assessments,           
exam-style questions, vocabulary testing and speaking preparation. 

● Class work is marked through a mix of self assessment, peer assessment            
and whole-class feedback. Teachers will check exercise books but will not           
mark routine class work.  

● Regular forms of AFL include vocabulary tests and grammar tests, as well            
as corrections of reading and listening tasks which provide immediate          
feedback for students on their performance. 



● Once per half term students complete a longer exam-style writing task           
which will be marked in more detail and for which students will be given a               
ReAct target and which will feed into the end of unit assessment.  

● Students will complete formal summative assessments, usually in two         
skills (from Speaking, Listening, Writing and Reading) at the end of each            
module for which they will receive a summative mark, a grade indication            
and ReAct targets to inform their next steps. 

5 Students have a ring binder for all their class work, HBL, grammar notes and              
speaking preparations. Some students also have an exercise book for vocabulary           
and grammar notes. 

● Class work is marked through a mix of self assessment, peer assessment            
and whole-class feedback. 

● Regular forms of AFL include vocabulary tests and grammar tests, as well            
as corrections of reading and listening tasks which provide immediate          
feedback for students on their performance. 

● Students will complete longer writing tasks (not always full essays) which           
are teacher marked in detail and for which students will receive a ReAct             
target and more general whole-class feedback. The frequency of         
assessed writing will vary, but should increase as more of the course            
relevant to essay writing is covered. 

● Students complete exam-style questions in the form of an end of unit            
assessment for which they receive a summative mark and grade          
indication. 

Philosophy, 
Religion and 

Ethics 

3 Student’s will complete HBL in their books, which is completed within a unit of 6               
lessons, this is to be marked and assessed, using the PRE Assessment without             
Levels criteria. 
End of Unit assessment will be marked and assessed in their books, using the              
PRE Assessment without Levels criteria. 
These are clearly evidenced with a yellow marking sheet and an assessment            
tracker in their books.  
Feedback should be positive and with the aim of supporting students in moving             
forward. 
*For specific guidance on marking see the PRE Faculty Marking Policy. 

4 Students at GCSE (beginning in year 9) have a large notes book and a small exam                
practice book.  
The notebook is not to be specifically marked but checked in class for quality.  
The exam practice book is to be self, peer or teacher marked every 4 lessons in                
line with the exam assessment criteria (EDEXCEL Spec B: Christianity and Islam). 
At the end of every unit there is an end of unit assessment. 
Assessment in the little exam book is clearly evidenced with a yellow assessment             
tracker in their books. 
Feedback should be positive and with the aim of supporting students in moving             
forward.  
*For specific guidance on marking see the PRE Faculty Marking Policy. 



5 Students are to have a folder for PRE which over the 2 years will split into 3                 
seperate folders: Philosophy of Religion, Religious Ethics and Development in          
Christian Thought. 
At the end of each subunit, students are to complete an assessment/essay which             
is marked in line with the exam assessment criteria (OCR: Religious Studies).  
These are clearly evidenced with a yellow marking sheet and an assessment            
tracker in their books. 
Students in year 12 are also set a baseline assessment in October to establish the               
suitability of PRE as an A Level. 
Feedback should be positive and with the aim of supporting students in moving             
forward.  
*For specific guidance on marking see the PRE Faculty Marking Policy. 

Art 3 Students will complete two thematic projects in their sketchbooks to compliment           
their studies in class. Each thematic project is assessed at the end of the unit               
which is documented on a tracker at the back of their books. HBL is set every two                 
weeks and teachers will check progress regularly providing either verbal or written            
feedback to students. This feedback will provide students with clear next step            
targets to enable them to make outstanding progress in their sketchbooks which            
will be evidenced by a creative and a personal response to the set theme. We               
follow the school ReAct policy to ensure that students are able to review next step               
targets and action accordingly. 

4 Art and Design (Photography/ Textiles and Fine Art)- Edexcel 
Students complete a coursework project which accounts for 60% of their overall            
grade and also an exam which accounts for 40% of their overall grade. Students              
receive regular verbal feedback via tutorials to support the development of their            
projects and also their artistic outcomes. Trackers are used by the students to             
record feedback provided and highlight next step targets. Students also receive           
feedback from their peers via group critiques and written targets. 

5 Art and Design (Photography/ Textiles and Fine Art)- OCR 
Students complete a Personal Investigation which accounts for 60% of their           
overall grade and also an exam which accounts for 40% of their overall grade.              
Students receive regular feedback via tutorials to support the development of their            
personal investigations and also their artistic outcomes. Trackers are used by the            
students to record feedback provided and highlight next step targets. Students also            
complete an essay and we provide feedback for this both verbally and via google              
drive. 



Music 3 Each project culminates in a practical assessment (performance or composition)          
which receives written feedback from the teacher with a clear target for            
improvement. Listening assessments are a combination of peer marking, online          
marking and teacher marking. Trackers in the front of books are updated for each              
assessment with the result and one, focused target.  
 
Verbal feedback is given on a weekly basis and progress regularly filmed or             
recorded and uploaded to Google Drive. HBL is set at least once per project. 
 
Students use workbooks with a reflective log at the front. This log is where all               
written feedback is put or signposted and where students evaluate work. This            
section is teacher marked. The remainder of the workbook is for note taking and              
developing ideas and is self assessed or peer marked. It is looked at by the               
teacher to check quality.  

4 HBL is set weekly and teacher marked or self assessed, with clear targets for              
improvement and reAct tasks. Class notes and folders are collected in to check             
quality by the teacher. 
 
Composition coursework is submitted digitally, with teacher comments added and          
shared via the Music Students drive. Students also receive regular verbal feedback            
on composition work.  
 
Students are given a booklet of exam questions for each topic which are             
completed in class and for HBL which are peer marked or teacher assessed. 

5 HBL is set weekly and marked to be returned the following lesson, with clear              
targets for improvement and reAct tasks. HBL is to include regular exam practise.             
Class notes are not marked, but checked for quality during folder checks and             
action taken with the student if necessary. 
 
Composition coursework is submitted digitally, with teacher comments added and          
shared via the Music Students drive. Students also receive regular verbal feedback            
on composition work.  

Drama 3 Homework is set on a week to week basis according to the SOL students are               
currently exploring. Home-learning project booklets are distributed where all tasks          
are already clearly set out. These tasks combine both practical and written work             
but are all designed to explore the topic or theme in detail. Students are formally               
assessed by the teacher at the end of each half term on one strand (Creating /                
Performing / Evaluating). Feedback is recorded on their assessment grid with a            
teacher comment and a clear indication of how they are climbing their own             
progress ladder. Trackers are kept centrally so teachers have easy access to their             
group’s progress. Verbal feedback is given throughout lessons 
 



Google classroom is used by every teacher in some homework projects to assess             
and record work. Images of mind-maps, research and evaluations are uploaded to            
the classroom weekly. The final project is handed in at the end of each half term. 

4 Homework is set weekly and changes throughout the academic year according to            
the component students are studying. Students complete research tasks, devising          
portfolio work, exam practice and practical rehearsals as part of their homework.            
Students use exercise books which have trackers that allow them to identify and             
record targets for improvement. ReAct tasks are used on longer pieces of written             
work and practical targets are recorded on trackers which are all in student             
exercise books. 
In addition, students have weekly ‘Drama Vocab Tests’ which are recorded at the             
back of their books and self-marked by students at the beginning of the lesson. 
 
Google classroom is used for each group and homework is regularly uploaded by             
students on to the space where teachers can record and assess.  

5 Homework is set weekly and changes according to the component students are            
studying. Students complete their written homework in their exercise books which           
are regularly marked and record feedback from the teachers on trackers. A large             
amount of homework consists of rehearsal sessions with their group where           
teachers are often present and give verbal feedback.  
 
ReAct targets are given on a regular basis, particularly in exam practice questions             
or devising portfolio work.  
 
Google classroom is used so homework can be uploaded by students on to the              
space where teachers can record and assess. 

Physical 
Education 

3 Formative assessment takes place throughout the lessons and students receive          
regular verbal feedback from both the teachers and peers. 
 
Each student has an online self assessment grid (shared with them on Google             
Drive), which they complete at the end of each practical unit and identifies if they               
are working at Bronze, Silver, Gold or Platinum level. They will also identify areas              
of strengths and weakness for each class. 



4 Checklist for students to follow when completing their coursework and marking is            
codified. 
 
Students have 2 books - one for classwork and hbl and the other for all exam                
questions and end of unit tests. Classwork and hbl in books will be marked every               
half term, skim marked and RAG’d. End of unit tests will be done every half term                
and marked by the teacher. Students will complete questions in during lessons,            
which will be peer and self assessed, but also be monitored through the use of a                
progress tracker, found in their books. 
  
 
Whole class progress trackers are shared with students and they can monitor their             
own progress at anytime. It is an expectation that staff complete these weekly. This              
will include data from end of unit tests and also from practical lessons. 
 
During practical lessons, there will be ongoing assessment, with an end of unit             
grade shared with students after completion of a block of an activity. These grades              
will also be added to the progress tracker. 
 
Throughout both theory and practical lessons, students will receive verbal          
feedback from the teacher and, at times, their peers.  
 
Homework will be set weekly, but this may be less frequent, as long as sufficient               
progress is being made. 

5 Whole class progress trackers are shared with students and they can monitor their             
own progress at anytime. It is an expectation that staff complete these weekly.  
 
Classwork in folders will be marked every half term, skim marked and ragged. End              
of unit tests will be done every half term and marked by the teacher. Students will                
complete questions in during lessons, which will be peer and self assessed, but             
also be monitored through the use of a progress tracker, found in their books.  
 
Homework is set weekly and extended answers questions marked by individual           
teachers.  

Sport 
(BTEC/ 
CTEC) 

4 Codifying used by staff when assessing work. Students are fully aware of this and              
ReAct to feedback given.  
 
Google classroom and docs are used to complete work and students follow            
assignment checklists. This work can be found quickly by all students and staff and              
they are accountable. Verbal feedback is a constant feature of lessons to            
individuals and whole classes.  
 
Students are given deadlines to complete work by and it is the expectation that if               
they can’t compete it during lesson time, that this is done in their own time for                
homework. Frequency of homework given does vary, but students are given the            
independence to complete assignments in the timeframe given.  
 



Whole class progress trackers are shared with students and they can monitor their             
own progress at anytime. It is an expectation that staff complete these weekly.  

5 Codifying used by staff when assessing work. Students are fully aware of this and              
ReAct to feedback given.  
 
Google classroom and docs are used to complete work and students follow            
assignment checklists. This work can be found quickly by all students and staff and              
they are accountable. Staff use the comments feature to give written feedback and             
verbal feedback is a constant feature of lessons to individuals and whole classes.  
 
Students are given deadlines to complete work by and it is the expectation that if               
they can’t compete it during lesson time, that this is done in their own time for                
homework. Frequency of homework given does vary, but students are given the            
independence to complete assignments in the timeframe given.  
 
Whole class progress trackers are shared with students and they can monitor their             
own progress at anytime. It is an expectation that staff complete these frequently.  

Dance 3 HBL, when set is practice/rehearsal for end of unit assessment. Trackers on            
googledrive used to self assess against Bronze, Silver, Gold and Platinum for each             
unit. Verbal feedback is given on a weekly basis and progress regularly filmed and              
uploaded to Google Drive. 

4 HBL is set weekly and changes according to the component students are studying 
Students complete their theory HBL in their dance folders and are marked            
throughout each professional work studied. Folder checks are completed on a           
termly basis to check quality and presentation of work 
For performance in a trio and set phrases students are given a booklet to complete               
to work alongside classwork, as well as teacher and peer observation, with work             
uploaded onto googledrive. Choreography coursework is submitted on googledrive         
for teacher and student to evaluate and track throughout. Choreographic journals           
used for teacher comments, verbal feedback and student reflections/evaluations,         
as well as a teacher log on googledrvie to track progress. Students receive regular              
verbal feedback on choreography work. 



5 HBL is set weekly and changes according to the component students are studying.             
Students complete their theory HBL in their dance folders. Students are           
responsible for maintaining a well structured folder to hold notes, class work and             
home learning. Notes are not marked but checked termly during folder checks and             
recorded on googledrive. Where appropriate, students also carry out peer and self            
assessment on completed classwork and home learning.  
 
Practical coursework is submitted on googledrive for teacher and student to           
evaluate and track throughout, as well as HBL tasks.. Choreographic journals used            
for teacher comments, verbal feedback and student reflections/evaluations, as well          
as a teacher log on googledrvie to track progress. Students receive regular verbal             
feedback on choreography work. 

Computer 
Science 

3 Schemes of learning run for approximately one half term. At the end of each              
scheme of learning students complete a summative assessment which is marked           
by their teacher with appropriate feedback provided. The practical nature of the            
subject means that students will receive verbal feedback from their teacher on a             
regular basis. In addition to this, a mid-point assessment will take place which will              
offer students an indication about their progress part way through a scheme of             
learning. The computer science faculty embeds opportunities for teacher, peer and           
self assessment in every scheme of learning at KS3. Students submit both            
classwork and home learning to assignments on Google Classroom, this is also            
where teacher feedback is provided. 

4 Students are responsible for maintaining a well structured folder to hold notes,            
class work and home learning. Folder checks are completed on a termly basis to              
ensure that work is well presented, logically structured and present. Teaching staff            
do not mark students’ notes. Exam question practice, worksheets and          
programming challenges are marked by teachers on a regular basis. Where           
appropriate, students also carry out peer and self assessment on completed           
classwork and home learning. Google Classroom is also used for students to            
submit work and receive teacher feedback. This is particularly true for when            
students are submitting programming challenges and projects. 

5 Students are responsible for maintaining a well structured folder to hold notes,            
class work and home learning. Folder checks are completed on a termly basis to              
ensure that work is well presented, logically structured and present. Teaching staff            
do not mark students’ notes. Exam question practice, worksheets and          
programming challenges are marked by teachers on a regular basis. Where           
appropriate, students also carry out peer and self assessment on completed           
classwork and home learning. Google Classroom is also used for students to            
submit work and receive teacher feedback. This is particularly true for when            
students are submitting programming challenges and projects. 



Economics 4 Assessment 
Students are assessed using the three modes of assessment found in the the             
exams: 

- MCQ 
- Small Mark Questions 
- Essays 

Students marked work are these key assessments. Teachers are not expected to            
mark class notes, however folder checks are regular in the department.  
Marking and Feedback 
When marking teachers are to mark against assessment objectives and skills           
using the annotations K, Ap, AN and EV. On written formative feedback teachers             
are to use feedback proformas to feedback to students to ensure consistency            
across the faculty.  

5 Assessment 
Students are assessed using the three modes of assessment found in the the             
exams: 

- MCQ 
- Small Mark Questions 
- Essays 

Students marked work are these key assessments. Teachers are not expected to            
mark class notes, however folder checks are regular in the department.  
Marking and Feedback 
When marking teachers are to mark against assessment objectives and skills           
using the annotations K, Ap, AN and EV. On written formative feedback teachers             
are to use feedback proformas to feedback to students to ensure consistency            
across the faculty.  

Business 
Studies 

4 Assessment 
Students are assessed using the three modes of assessment found in the the             
exams: 

- MCQ 
- Small Mark Questions 
- Essays 

Students marked work are these key assessments. Teachers are not expected to            
mark class notes, however folder checks are regular in the department.  
Marking and Feedback 
When marking teachers are to mark against assessment objectives and skills           
using the annotations K, Ap, AN and EV. On written formative feedback teachers             
are to use feedback proformas to feedback to students to ensure consistency            
across the faculty.  



5 Assessment 
Students are assessed using the three modes of assessment found in the the             
exams: 

- Quantitative questions 
- Small Mark Questions 
- Essays 

Students marked work are these key assessments. Teachers are not expected to            
mark class notes, however folder checks are regular in the department.  
Marking and Feedback 
When marking teachers are to mark against assessment objectives and skills           
using the annotations K, Ap, AN and EV. On written formative feedback teachers             
are to use feedback proformas to feedback to students to ensure consistency            
across the faculty.  

Design and 
Technology 

(inc food 
technology) 

3 For all modules of study students participate in a four 10 week rotation over the               
course of each ks3 academic year, with the exception of year 9 where students              
have 20 week long rotations. 
 
Students are assessed over the course of the 10 weeks (20 in year 9) on the                
following 4 areas 
Research (Knowledge) 
Planning/Designing 
Making 
Evaluation 
 
Over the course of the rotation students work is assessed/marked and feedback is             
given through written, verbal and peer feedback after which students are given            
time to act on and in the case of verbal feedback are expected to summarise what                
has been said. Written feedback usually has a WWW/EBI or if the work completed              
is not upto the standard expected then 121 feedback is given. 
 
At the end of the rotation the students work is assessed overall with a final grade                
given. As well as a brief summary of WWW & EBI, students work is highlighted on                
the dept tracker found in the front/back of their books. 

4 Coursework 
KS4 we follow a very similar structure to KS3, Students complete coursework style             
pieces of work over the course of the two years students will be assessed similarly               
as to how they would be with their GCSE coursework.  
 
Feedback is given throughout their lessons, usually this will be in the form of verbal               
feedback as the task is being completed. For example in a food practical VHO will               
point out what is great about a particular process but then also provide guidance              
on how to show a higher set of skill work or NAH will sit down with a students                  
design work and give them a few ideas/pointers to help develop their ideas further. 
 
At the end of each Assessment Objective (AO) written feedback will be given to              
students as well as an indicator of what grade their work would have received in               
the real thing. Students are expected to keep this feedback and use it in their later                



coursework and even their actual GCSE work as a way to make sure they get they                
can achieve maximum amount of marks from their work. 
 
Trackers can also be found in each students coursework which shows where they             
currently are working as well as what they need to do in order to improve. 
 
Written Assessments 
Students are expected to take notes from ppts as well as the text books provided               
to them about a given subject/topic. 
 
A mix of long and short questions are given and usually discussed as group and               
then feedback is given and suggestions made on how best to deliver the best              
response to achieve maximum marks. Recently ACE questioning has been used in            
PD to great effect to get some great responses from students. 
 
At the end of each unit of study an Assessment is delivered in the same style as                 
the exam paper expected at the end of the GCSE. Students mark their own work               
except for the 5-10+ mark questions which will be marked by the classroom             
teacher. Feedback is given and results are recorded for later reference especially            
for personal revision plans in year 11. 
 

5 Students are expected to take notes and keep a personal revision folder for all              
theory work covered i the lesson. Exemplar questions are given and then are             
broken down and explained how the best marks are achieved. Students will be             
assessed at the end of each unit of study and feedback is given both individually               
and collectively especially when great examples of work can be shown to the             
class.  
 
Coursework feedback is regularly given, hand written notes for each student are            
written, scanned and emailed to the student so they are aware of what their              
coursework requires in order for them to improve. 
 
A progress tracker is attached at the front of their coursework portfolio which             
breaks down the different AO’s as well as what mark students got for each              
individual section of their coursework. 
 
A full break down of their final grade is given at the end of the coursework                
submission date where students are given detailed feedback for each AO of the             
coursework as well as what they need to do in order to move their grade up to the                  
next mark bracket. 



Government 
and Politics 

5 Class notes do not require marking, although it is expected that all work is checked               
regularly for quality and effort. Sanctions for poor quality work (or incomplete work)             
must be used in line with the whole school policy. 
  
A sample of folders should be checked once per half-term using the Folder             
Check pro-forma. This may be completed in lesson, or as part of a formal check               
of all folders. It is suggested that these are checked on a rolling basis. 
  
Please ensure all Folders are checked within the first three weeks. Any students             
that do not meet expectations will need to attend a Faculty Detention overseen by              
THL. 
  
All assessed work must be marked and returned within a maximum of two             
weeks. All assessed work must be marked using the Essay Feedback pro forma             
sheets. All comments must be linked explicitly to either quality of written            
communication or the skills outlined in the relevant specification. 

Sociology 5 Students are responsible for maintaining a well structured folder to hold notes,            
class work and home learning. Students complete notes prior to each lesson and             
these are not marked.  
Exam questions are completed regularly for which written feedback is provided and            
personalised ReAct activities are set for each student. Other work will also receive             
written feedback, for example essay plans and essay paragraphs, which supports           
students with structuring their writing.  
Self assessment of written work is completed regularly, often before teacher           
feedback is provided. Students also receive verbal feedback in lessons, which can            
be responded to immediately. 

Psychology 5 Formative assessment, is used extensively in this subject. The expectation is that            
one formative assessment takes place approximately every three weeks. The          
assessment takes the form of a formal examination with questions set on            
ExamPro. Students are reminded to work towards this assessment and are           
regularly informed of the topic content of this assessment via trackers. Mark            
schemes written by examiners are provided for much of the specification and            
students ReAct to improve their own work following an assessment. The           
expectation is for teachers to top mark. Teachers should intervene with low            
achieving students in class. The focus of the one to one sessions is to mentor               
students to improve their own learning strategies. 
 
Teachers mark summative examinations. There are three formal examinations:         
one after Xmas, the second after the Easter break and a final end of year               
threshold examination. Teachers moderate summative examinations. Interventions       
are planned following examinations in consultation with the student. The students           
are actively invited to actively plan their next steps. Teachers act as guides in the               
learning process. 
 
Teacher feedback is given to students in real time during class using Google Mail              
for essay work. 
 



Students are trained to examine and regularly upgrade C/B past student work            
using examiners commentary. 
 
Peer to peer feedback is used extensively and is guided by observation checklists. 
 
Exemplar essays are marked by students in class, together and discussed           
alongside examiners marking and reports. 
 
 

Further 
Maths 

5 All lesson notes are in A4 exercise books or folders.These are not marked by the               
teacher, but students are expected to self assess their work after each exercise. 
For each unit there are approximately six assessed homeworks.Students are          
expected to make revision notes prior to the assessed homework and complete a             
review of their work before handing in.The work is then marked by the teacher,              
using the exam style mark schemes, which involves the allocation of M, A and B               
marks. A ReAct sheet is also filled in at this time by the teacher which gives                
targets for improvements and extension work. Verbal feedback is also given by the             
teacher during this process. Throughout the course regular assessments are given           
which are marked by the teacher again against examination marking criteria.           
Verbal feedback and targets will also be shared at this time. 
Examination papers used as revision are marked by the students, using the            
examiners mark schemes. 

Media 
Studies  

4 Students will complete an assessment booklet during each term of study, this will             
be marked by the class teacher at the end of each half-term. Feedback will consist               
of teacher marking notes and subsequent verbal feedback. After marking, students           
will have a variety of ReACt tasks to complete after receiving written & verbal              
feedback. 
 
Students are required to have their own subject folder. Folder checks will take             
place by the faculty team during each term. 
 
Google classroom will also be used to check and collect ket Home Learning,             
written feedback will then be delivered via this platform. 

5 Students are required to have their own subject folder. Folder checks will take             
place by the faculty team during each term. 
 
Students will also complete a baseline and end of topic test for each unit of study                
(an average unit of study will last a term.) These tests will be marked and given a                 
numerical score, written and verbal teacher feedback will be delivered for the end             
of topic written or practical responses.  
 
Google classroom will also be used to check and collect ket Home Learning,             
written feedback will then be delivered via this platform. 

 


